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acaLAB | Mixed Methods

Keynotes
- Input
- Guided tour
  - Live demonstration

Methodical working approach
- Scenario session
- Scenario analysis
- Plenum: Elaboration of needs

Discussion
- Presentation of results
acaLAB 2019 | Impressions
acaLAB 2019 | Impressions
acaLOUNGE 2019 | Impressions
acaLAB | Key points

Goals

– Training and development program for excellent early career academics and professionals in science and engineering

– Boosting the combination of science and industry

– Gaining new perspectives for academy’s topics

Target group

– Approx. 20 early career professionals from science, industry and society (diverse group)

– Age: max. 30 years of age
Next steps

**International partner institutions** for collaboration

Funding
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